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Not too slowly.

1st & 2nd TENOR.

Technology ever, majestic yet simple,
Thy purpose is broad as the world God created,
And we who have sought her must prove ourselves worthy.
Remember the dead who have found her greatness.

1st & 2nd BASS.

founded on science and girded with art,
Thy precepts are ever the emblems of truth,
ev'ry advantage her training can give,
And member the living who broaden her fame.

portals admit to all regions of knowledge;
And had to contend with the errors of ages,
But strive with our might to attain her high standards,
And sons of Technology shoulder to shoulder.

wisdom and learning have made thee their mart,
firm hast thou stood in the strength of thy youth,
work to preserve them as long as we live,
nitted endeavor to honor her name.
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